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SuperKEKB
!  accelerator located in Tsukuba, Japan 

Built in tunnel of KEKB, but is almost entirely  
new machine aiming to achieve 50ab-1 by 2027.

e+e−
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▸ located at IP of e+e- collider SuperKEKB in 
Tsukuba, Japan 

▸ commissioning run from Feb to Jul 2018, 
regular operations started in Mar 2019 

▸ operated at 10.58 GeV 
▸ design luminosity 8x1035 cm-2s-1 
▸ rich physics program: B and D physics, 

quarkonium and low mass dark sector

DARK SECTOR WITH BELLE II 

BELLE II AND SUPERKEKB Dark Sector Physics at BaBar and Belle II (Torben Ferber)

Belle II: Detector

11

positrons e+

electrons e-

�2

( = mΥ(4S))

collect 50 )mes more data than Belle

2018: 0.472fb-1 
2019 (by now): 6.49fb-1 
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What Dark Matter?

• Belle II is sensitive up to ~10 
GeV/c2 and has mass 
resolution of  
O(10-100) MeV/c2 *. 
 

• This leave us with full hand of 
models and allows to cover 
existing anomalies 

SIMPs	/	ELDERS	

Ultralight	Dark	Ma5er	

Muon	g-2

Small-Scale	Structure	

Microlensing	

Dark	Sector	Candidates,	Anomalies,	and	Search	Techniques	

Hidden	Sector	Dark	Ma5er	

Small	Experiments:	Coherent	Field	Searches,	Direct	DetecIon,	Nuclear	and	Atomic	Physics,	Accelerators	

GeV	 TeV	keV	eV	neV	feV	zeV	 MeV	aeV	 peV	 µeV	 meV	 PeV	 30M�	

WIMPs	QCD	Axion	

≈

GeV	 TeV	keV	eV	neV	feV	zeV	 MeV	aeV	 peV	 µeV	 meV	 PeV	 30M�	

≈

Beryllium-8	

Black	Holes	

Hidden	Thermal	Relics	/	WIMPless	DM	

Asymmetric	DM	

Freeze-In	DM	

Pre-InflaIonary	Axion	

Post-InflaIonary	Axion	

Belle II can directly test this

*(depending on final state)

arxiv:1707.04591

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.04591
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Make it!
Phenomenological view on DM search strategy at Belle II

Belle II is collider experiment, so we aim to detect production of the Dark Matter.  
In this talk, we consider only direct DM production in e+e- collisions, skipping “loop production” in rare decays 
(These talks will become relevant in few years from now).

• Staying on purely experimental ground, we can 
search DM production in processes that have very 
distinct signatures. For example:  

• e+ e-→𝜸𝜸𝜸 
• e+ e-→𝜸 + Track Track  

               (with displaced vertex) 
• e+ e-→𝜸 + Invisible 
• e+ e-→𝝁 l(e,𝝁) + Invisible or 𝝁 l 
• e+ e-→𝝉 l(e,𝝁,𝝉) + Invisible or 𝝉 l 
• e+ e-→ l+l+l+l-l-l- 

• e+ e-→ l1+l2-

• From the phenomenological point of view, we can 
offer minimal SM extensions, that could be DM 
candidates by themselves or portals to dark sector: 

• New Axion  
 

• New Vector  
 

• New Scalar 

• Sterile neutrino
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Axion-like particles

• Axion-like particles are pseudo scalars 
P that couple to photons*: 
 
 
 
 
 
where ga𝜸𝜸 is effective coupling 

• They may also couple to fermions: 
 
 
 
 
Note: no mass-coupling relation!

Overview

*They couple to other SM gauge bosons too, but we need >>1ab-1 to improve current limits here

ℒ ⊃
∂μP

fA
f̄γμγ5 f

ℒ ⊃ −
gaγγ

4
FμνF̃μν P

Feynman diagram goes here



Search for Axion-Like Particles produced in e+e- collisions at Belle II (Torben Ferber) �3

Overview

FIG. 1. Excluded regions in ALP parameter space (figure adapted from [6, 10–12] with added

limits from [13–19]). Our bound is shown in dark blue (“SN decay”).

We focus on SN 1987a, which has already been exploited to derive a variety of limits

on ALPs. Perhaps the simplest one arises from the energy loss implied by significant ALP

emission, which would reduce the measured neutrino burst below the ⇠ 10 s observed by

neutrino detectors [20, 21] (light green region labelled SN 1987a in Fig. 1). For very light

ALPs with masses below ma < few⇥ 10�10 eV a better limit can be obtained by taking into

account that ALPs emitted from the supernova can convert into photons in the magnetic field

of the galaxy [22, 23], but no gamma-ray signal was ever detected after SN 1987a [17, 24–28]

(dark green region labelled SN 1987a)1. For heavier ALPs this does not work because the

reconversion into photons is strongly suppressed.

For su�ciently heavy ALPs with masses in the 10 keV - 100 MeV region however, an-

other process becomes possible: the decay into two photons. This possibility was analysed

1 For a future supernova the sensitivity could be improved employing Fermi-LAT [29].
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FIG. 1. Excluded regions in ALP parameter space (figure adapted from [6, 10–12] with added

limits from [13–19]). Our bound is shown in dark blue (“SN decay”).
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on ALPs. Perhaps the simplest one arises from the energy loss implied by significant ALP

emission, which would reduce the measured neutrino burst below the ⇠ 10 s observed by

neutrino detectors [20, 21] (light green region labelled SN 1987a in Fig. 1). For very light

ALPs with masses below ma < few⇥ 10�10 eV a better limit can be obtained by taking into

account that ALPs emitted from the supernova can convert into photons in the magnetic field

of the galaxy [22, 23], but no gamma-ray signal was ever detected after SN 1987a [17, 24–28]

(dark green region labelled SN 1987a)1. For heavier ALPs this does not work because the

reconversion into photons is strongly suppressed.

For su�ciently heavy ALPs with masses in the 10 keV - 100 MeV region however, an-
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limits from [13–19]). Our bound is shown in dark blue (“SN decay”).

We focus on SN 1987a, which has already been exploited to derive a variety of limits

on ALPs. Perhaps the simplest one arises from the energy loss implied by significant ALP

emission, which would reduce the measured neutrino burst below the ⇠ 10 s observed by

neutrino detectors [20, 21] (light green region labelled SN 1987a in Fig. 1). For very light

ALPs with masses below ma < few⇥ 10�10 eV a better limit can be obtained by taking into

account that ALPs emitted from the supernova can convert into photons in the magnetic field

of the galaxy [22, 23], but no gamma-ray signal was ever detected after SN 1987a [17, 24–28]

(dark green region labelled SN 1987a)1. For heavier ALPs this does not work because the

reconversion into photons is strongly suppressed.

For su�ciently heavy ALPs with masses in the 10 keV - 100 MeV region however, an-

other process becomes possible: the decay into two photons. This possibility was analysed

1 For a future supernova the sensitivity could be improved employing Fermi-LAT [29].
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ALP decays outside of 
the detector or decays 
into invisible particles: 
Single photon final state.

Two of the 
photons  overlap 

or merge.

Three resolved, 
high energetic 
photons.

The searches for 
invisible and visible 
ALP decays veto this 
region.

10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101
10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

ma [GeV]

g a
γγ

[G
eV

-1
]

0.1 m
(Belle II lab)

3 m
(Belle II lab)

Displaced

Invisible Merged Resolved

Figure 5: Illustration of the di↵erent kinematic regimes relevant for ALP decays into two

photons with Belle II.

It should be noted that while the dominant physics background for this study comes

from e+e� ! ��(�) events, the largest fraction of the trigger rate for trigger thresholds

. 1.8GeV is due to radiative Bhabha events e+e� ! e+e��(�) where both tracks are out

of the detector acceptance.

5.2 ALP decays into two photons

The experimental signature of the decays into two photons is determined by the relation

between mass and coupling of the ALP. This relation a↵ects both the decay length of the

ALP and the opening angle of the decay photons. It leads to four di↵erent experimental

signatures (see figure 5):

1. ALPs with a mass of O(GeV) decay promptly, and the opening angle of the decay

photons is large enough that both decay photons can be resolved in the Belle II

detector (resolved).

2. For lighter ALP masses but large couplings ga�� , the decay is prompt but the ALP is

highly boosted and the decay photons merge into one reconstructed cluster in Belle II

calorimeter if ma . 150MeV (merged).15

3. Even lighter ALPs decay displaced from the interaction point but still inside the

Belle II detector. This is a challenging signature that consists of two reconstructed

clusters, one of which has a displaced vertex and contains two merged photons. The

latter two conditions typically yield a bad quality of the reconstructed photon can-

didate which is not included in resolved searches with final state photons. There

is however enough detector activity in the ECL or KLM that these are vetoed in

searches for invisible final states to reduce high rate e+e� ! �� backgrounds.

15
This corresponds to an average opening angle of about (3� 5)

�
in the lab system that depends on the

position in the detector.

– 17 –

J. High Energ. Phys. (2017) 2017: 94.

This analysis
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Axion-like particles

Belle II is primarily searching 
for ALPs coupled to photons.

Focus of early Belle II searches
The first Belle II ALP search: 

!e+e− → γγγ

Figure by T. Ferber

e+e− → γ + Invisible
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Axion-like particles

• Search for ALPs in e+ e-→𝜸𝜸𝜸 is 
done in 0.472fb-1 collected last 
year at Belle II. 
 
 

• Main analysis challenge is 
understanding of ECL 
performance. 
 

• Analysis is under internal review.

Sensitivity prospects

! No systematics 
Only dominant ee→𝜸𝜸𝜸 background included 
135 fb-1 assumes no 𝜸𝜸 trigger veto in the barrel
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Dark photon
Overview

• “Dark photon" is a nickname for a new vector or 
pseudo-vector particle !  that couples to a SM 
electromagnetic current ! : 
 
 
 
 
with term “! " called kinetic mixing. 

• Dark photon couples to SM fermions and there are 
some experimental results from BaBar and Belle 
search is ongoing. 

• Dark photon couples to DM (in some cases, !  
dominantly decays to dark sector). This scenario has 
much looser constraints. 

Aμ

Jμ
SM

ϵ

Aμ

ℒ ⊃ ϵAμJμ
SM

DARK SECTOR WITH BELLE II 

DARK PHOTON

�3

]2 [GeV/cχm
3−10 2−10 1−10 1

4 )
A'

/m χ
 (m

D
α 2 ε

y 
= 

17−10

15−10

13−10

11−10

9−10

7−10

5−10
4−10

BaBar
NA64

E137
LSND

LEP

Pseudo-Dirac Fermion Relic Target

Scalar Relic Target
   Belle II (Phase 3)
Belle II (Phase 2)

   LDMX2@8GeV
LDMX1@4GeV

Fig. 201: Combined projections (LDMX, Belle II) and constraints, encapsulating direct pro-

duction LDM constraints in the context of a kinetically mixed Dark Photon coupled to a

LDM state that scatters elastically (or nearly elastically) at beam–dump, missing energy, and

missing momentum experiments (Dark Photon mass mA0 = 3m� and coupling of the Dark

Photon to Dark Matter g� = 0.5 where applicable) [1796, 1797]. The Belle II projection for

Phase 3 is extrapolated from the limit for Phase 2 (see Sec.16.2.1). Note that the relic density

lines assume a standard cosmological history and that there is only a single component of

dark matter, which only interacts via Dark Photon exchange.

not assumed, so the mediator decays dominantly into the heaviest lepton that is kinemat-

ically accessible. The left panel of figure 202 shows model-independent bounds, which only

consider tree-level processes. In this case the leading constraints from Belle II result from

processes where the scalar mediator is radiated from a tau lepton in the final state (orange

dashed). If the mass of the scalar is below the muon threshold, its decay length can become

comparable to the size of the detector, leading to constraints that become weaker for smaller

mediator masses.

The right panel considers a specific UV-completion in terms of a Leptonic Two-Higgs

Doublet Model. In this case, it is possible to calculate the rate for loop-induced rare decays,

such as B ! Kµ+µ� or Bs ! µ+µ�. The corresponding searches from LHCb are found to

give very strong constraints, which may further be improved by Belle II by searching for

displaced vertices in B meson decays. We note that the Leptonic Two-Higgs Doublet Model

also predicts additional tree-level processes, such as h ! SS that can be constrained by

low-energy experiments. We refer to [1781] for details.

For the third example, we consider a pseudoscalar coupling exclusively to quarks with

coupling strength gq = gfmq/v. Again, the pseudoscalar is assumed to decay visibly, so it

can be observed in radiative ⌥ decays, e.g. ⌥ (2S) ! � + hadrons. In figure 203 we show

in blue the bound on this process from BaBar [1784], calculating the ⌥ (2S) branching

ratio following Ref. [1780]. For the Belle II projection (purple dotted), we assume that

the sensitivity scales proportional to the square root of the number of ⌥ (2S) and ⌥ (3S)

558/688

(50ab )
(20fb )-1

-1

� A0✏

1

▸ dark photon A’ can couple to the SM photon via kinetic mixing parameter 
▸ consider on-shell A’ decays, different experimental signatures according to mA’ 

- if A’ is the lightest DS particle, decay into SM, peak in invariant mass of decay 
products 

- if A’ is not the lightest DS particle, decay into DM, mono-chromatic ISR photon
single photon trigger

Trigger Rate at full luminosity

E* >1GeV + second cluster 
with E*<0.3GeV

4kHz (barrel) 7kHz 
(endcaps)

E*>2GeV + Bhabha veto 5kHz (barrel)

ϵ
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Dark photon

• If Dark Photon decays to DM, 
the signature of the process will 
be  
 
 

• Main issue in previous 
experiments: single photon 
trigger. 

• Plenty of SM backgrounds with 
missing particles.

Single photon analysis

e+e− → γ + Invisible
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Example: mA = 7 GeV
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Introduction
• Dark Photon A’ motivated by Dark Matter, g-2, .. 

• Minimal Dark Matter model: Dark Matter particle χ and a 
new scalar or gauge Boson A’ as s-channel annihilation 
mediator (mA’ > 2mχ) 

• Additional U(1)’ symmetry → Kinetic mixing* of massive 
Dark Photon with the SM photon

3
13/28

Towards First Physics: Dark Photon.

>Dark Photon motivated by dark matter, g-2 anomaly...

>Minimal dark matter model: Dark matter particle N 
and a new scalar or gauge boson A'  as s-channel 
annihilation mediator (mA' > 2mN)

>Additional U(1)' symmetry ? “Kinetic Mixing”* of 
massive dark photon A' with the SM photon

*Holdom, Phys. Lett B166, 1986

Eγ=
s−M A'

2

2√ s

13/28

Towards First Physics: Dark Photon.

>Dark Photon motivated by dark matter, g-2 anomaly...

>Minimal dark matter model: Dark matter particle N 
and a new scalar or gauge boson A'  as s-channel 
annihilation mediator (mA' > 2mN)

>Additional U(1)' symmetry ? “Kinetic Mixing”* of 
massive dark photon A' with the SM photon

*Holdom, Phys. Lett B166, 1986

Eγ=
s−M A'

2

2√ s

Beam background

Signal photon

Peak at  
recoil mass



• 2018 data are used for 
performance studies 
 

• We aim to publish results with 
data collected this year 
(~20fb-1)  

• Analysis is in progress

!11

Single photon search
Sensitivity prospects

Page 22

Dark photon

| Dark sector physics with Belle II | S Cunliffe 11.07.2019

Physics reach

The Belle II Phyiscs book:

arXiv:1808.10567

BaBar 2017 analysis:

PRL.119.131804

NA64 2019 analysis:

arXiv:1906.00176

BaBar 2017:  
PRL.119.131804 

NA64: 
arxiv:1906.00176

The Belle II Physics book 
arxiv:1808.10567

53  fb-1

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10567
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Vector portal

• We call !  a new vector particle that doesn’t 
have kinetic mixing, but couples to SM 
fermions: 
 
 
 
 
with coupling !  

• We search for !  in  
 
 
 
process.  
!  will create a bump in recoil mass of the 
event.

Z′�

g′�

Z′�

Z′�

Idea

ℒ ⊃ ∑
l

θg′�l̄γμZ′�μ l

e+e− → μ+μ−Z′�( → Invisible)

35

Belle 2 DATA
event display
run # 3236
Event #493624
M

Z’
 candidate 2 GeV/c2

Belle II Event DisplayBelle II Event Display
  Light Dark World 2019 Vienna 12-13/08/2019  Gianluca Inguglia
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muons). Good agreement was found after the ⌧ suppres-256

sion within a 22% statistical error, assumed as a system-257

atic uncertainty on the background knowledge due to this258

source. No systematic uncertainty due to this e↵ect was259

considered on the signal, as this selection is quite mild260

on the Z 0 side and the distributions on which it is based261

are well reproduced in Monte Carlo.262

The final recoil mass spectrum for the µµ sample is263

shown in FIG. 2 after the application of the ⌧ suppression264

procedure on data and rescaled Monte Carlo.265
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FIG. 2: Recoil mass spectrum for the µµ sample after the ⌧
suppression procedure. Monte Carlo values rescaled for lu-
minosity, trigger e�ciency (0.79) and validation procedure
outcome (0.65).

The main systematic uncertainties a↵ecting this mea-266

surement are summarized in TABLE I267

TABLE I: Systematic uncertainties a↵ecting the µµ and eµ
samples

Source µµ eµ

Trigger e�ciency 5% 1%
Tracking e�ciency 4% 4%

PID 4% 4%
Luminosity 1.5% 1.5%

⌧ suppression (background) 22% 22%
Background before ⌧ suppression 2% 2%
Discrepancy in µµ yield (signal) 12.5% -

The background only hypothesis was first checked, to268

look for possible anomalies in data. In order to do that,269

p-values were defined as the probability to get a result270

(counts) greater or equal than the observed one, with271

statistical and systematic uncertainties both taken into272

account. No outstanding anomaly was observed, with all273

results standing below the 3� equivalent level, both in274

the normal and in the shifted binning option. A Bayesian275

procedure was then setup, in order to compute 90% CL276

upper limits to the standard Z 0 cross section. Poissonian277

likelihoods were assumed for the number of observed and278

Monte Carlo generated events, while Gaussian smearings279

were used to model the systematic uncertainties. Results280

were cross-checked with a frequentist procedure based281

on the Feldman-Cousin approach [20] and found to be282

compatible.283

Cross section results were translated in terms of 90%284

CL upper limits on the coupling constant g0. These are285

shown in FIG. 3.286
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Belle II 2018
-1 = 276 pbLdt ∫

σ2±
µ

(g-2)

FIG. 3: 90% CL upper limits to g0. The solid line assumes
the Lµ � L⌧ predicted branching fraction for Z0 ! invisible
while the dashed line assumes BF [Z0 ! invisible]=1. The
red band shows the region that could explain the anomalous
muon magnetic moment (g � 2)µ ± 2�.

The final recoil mass spectrum for the eµ sample is287

shown in FIG. 4 after the application of the ⌧ suppression288

procedure on data and rescaled Monte Carlo.289
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FIG. 4: Recoil mass spectrum for the eµ sample after the ⌧
suppression procedure. Monte Carlo values rescaled for lu-
minosity, trigger e�ciency (0.96) and validation procedure
outcome (0.9).

For the LFV Z 0, the background only hypothesis was290

first checked, by computing p-values as a function of the291

Preliminary
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Search for Z’

• Using 2018 data, we measured cross-section of 
!  process in bins of 
recoil mass in the SM-suppressed region. 

• We found data to be in agreement with SM and put 
constraints on !  in !  model.

e+e− → μ+μ−Z′�( → Invisible)

g′� Lμ − Lτ

First results
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muons). Good agreement was found after the ⌧ suppres-256

sion within a 22% statistical error, assumed as a system-257

atic uncertainty on the background knowledge due to this258

source. No systematic uncertainty due to this e↵ect was259

considered on the signal, as this selection is quite mild260

on the Z 0 side and the distributions on which it is based261

are well reproduced in Monte Carlo.262

The final recoil mass spectrum for the µµ sample is263

shown in FIG. 2 after the application of the ⌧ suppression264

procedure on data and rescaled Monte Carlo.265
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FIG. 2: Recoil mass spectrum for the µµ sample after the ⌧
suppression procedure. Monte Carlo values rescaled for lu-
minosity, trigger e�ciency (0.79) and validation procedure
outcome (0.65).

The main systematic uncertainties a↵ecting this mea-266

surement are summarized in TABLE I267

TABLE I: Systematic uncertainties a↵ecting the µµ and eµ
samples

Source µµ eµ

Trigger e�ciency 5% 1%
Tracking e�ciency 4% 4%

PID 4% 4%
Luminosity 1.5% 1.5%

⌧ suppression (background) 22% 22%
Background before ⌧ suppression 2% 2%
Discrepancy in µµ yield (signal) 12.5% -

The background only hypothesis was first checked, to268

look for possible anomalies in data. In order to do that,269

p-values were defined as the probability to get a result270

(counts) greater or equal than the observed one, with271

statistical and systematic uncertainties both taken into272

account. No outstanding anomaly was observed, with all273

results standing below the 3� equivalent level, both in274

the normal and in the shifted binning option. A Bayesian275

procedure was then setup, in order to compute 90% CL276

upper limits to the standard Z 0 cross section. Poissonian277

likelihoods were assumed for the number of observed and278

Monte Carlo generated events, while Gaussian smearings279

were used to model the systematic uncertainties. Results280

were cross-checked with a frequentist procedure based281

on the Feldman-Cousin approach [20] and found to be282

compatible.283

Cross section results were translated in terms of 90%284

CL upper limits on the coupling constant g0. These are285

shown in FIG. 3.286
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the Lµ � L⌧ predicted branching fraction for Z0 ! invisible
while the dashed line assumes BF [Z0 ! invisible]=1. The
red band shows the region that could explain the anomalous
muon magnetic moment (g � 2)µ ± 2�.

The final recoil mass spectrum for the eµ sample is287

shown in FIG. 4 after the application of the ⌧ suppression288

procedure on data and rescaled Monte Carlo.289
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FIG. 4: Recoil mass spectrum for the eµ sample after the ⌧
suppression procedure. Monte Carlo values rescaled for lu-
minosity, trigger e�ciency (0.96) and validation procedure
outcome (0.9).
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suppression procedure. Monte Carlo values rescaled for lu-
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samples
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Tracking e�ciency 4% 4%

PID 4% 4%
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⌧ suppression (background) 22% 22%
Background before ⌧ suppression 2% 2%
Discrepancy in µµ yield (signal) 12.5% -
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(counts) greater or equal than the observed one, with271

statistical and systematic uncertainties both taken into272

account. No outstanding anomaly was observed, with all273

results standing below the 3� equivalent level, both in274
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likelihoods were assumed for the number of observed and278
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were used to model the systematic uncertainties. Results280
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compatible.283
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shown in FIG. 4 after the application of the ⌧ suppression288

procedure on data and rescaled Monte Carlo.289
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FIG. 4: Recoil mass spectrum for the eµ sample after the ⌧
suppression procedure. Monte Carlo values rescaled for lu-
minosity, trigger e�ciency (0.96) and validation procedure
outcome (0.9).

For the LFV Z 0, the background only hypothesis was290

first checked, by computing p-values as a function of the291
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How about flavour violation?

• If we allow for  !  to have flavour violating couplings, 
we can get some new signatures, that easy to check 
together with the “nominal” !  search: 
 
 

• Existing searches for LFV can only partially constrain 
this model (see backup). 

• By now, we don’t have working model for this. Theory 
input is needed. 

• If lost energy is 0, this is cross-section measurement 
of ! . Could be sensitive to sterile 
neutrinos described in [*]! 

Z′�

Z′�

e+e− → e+l−(μ, τ)

Experiment-driven search

e+e− → μ+l−(e, τ) Z′�( → Invisible)

e+

*JHEP 1504 (2015) 051; JHEP 1602 (2016) 083
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recoil mass (see TABLE I for the list of the systematic292

uncertainties considered). No outstanding anomaly was293

observed, with results below the 3� equivalent level. By294

using the same Bayesian procedure, model independent295

90% CL upper limits to the LFV Z 0 e�ciency ⇥ cross sec-296

tion were computed (and cross-checked with a frequentist297

Feldman-Cousin procedure). These are shown in FIG. 5298

as a function of the recoil mass.299
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LFV Z’

• Using 2018 data, we measured cross-section of 
!  process in bins of recoil 
mass in the SM-suppressed region. 

• Without working model to test, we sticked to model-
independent approach and made an effort for our results to 
be valuable for theorists: 

• We used kinematic selection from flavour-conserving 
scenario. 

• Selection is done cutting on kinematic variables (though 
we used MVA to identify those that would have highest 
impact) 

• We studied detector performance and included its 
variations to the systematics.

e+e− → e+μ−Z′�( → Invisible)

First results
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The final recoil mass spectrum for the µµ sample is263

shown in FIG. 2 after the application of the ⌧ suppression264

procedure on data and rescaled Monte Carlo.265
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FIG. 2: Recoil mass spectrum for the µµ sample after the ⌧
suppression procedure. Monte Carlo values rescaled for lu-
minosity, trigger e�ciency (0.79) and validation procedure
outcome (0.65).

The main systematic uncertainties a↵ecting this mea-266

surement are summarized in TABLE I267

TABLE I: Systematic uncertainties a↵ecting the µµ and eµ
samples

Source µµ eµ

Trigger e�ciency 5% 1%
Tracking e�ciency 4% 4%

PID 4% 4%
Luminosity 1.5% 1.5%

⌧ suppression (background) 22% 22%
Background before ⌧ suppression 2% 2%
Discrepancy in µµ yield (signal) 12.5% -

The background only hypothesis was first checked, to268

look for possible anomalies in data. In order to do that,269

p-values were defined as the probability to get a result270

(counts) greater or equal than the observed one, with271

statistical and systematic uncertainties both taken into272

account. No outstanding anomaly was observed, with all273

results standing below the 3� equivalent level, both in274

the normal and in the shifted binning option. A Bayesian275

procedure was then setup, in order to compute 90% CL276

upper limits to the standard Z 0 cross section. Poissonian277

likelihoods were assumed for the number of observed and278

Monte Carlo generated events, while Gaussian smearings279

were used to model the systematic uncertainties. Results280

were cross-checked with a frequentist procedure based281

on the Feldman-Cousin approach [20] and found to be282

compatible.283

Cross section results were translated in terms of 90%284

CL upper limits on the coupling constant g0. These are285

shown in FIG. 3.286
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FIG. 3: 90% CL upper limits to g0. The solid line assumes
the Lµ � L⌧ predicted branching fraction for Z0 ! invisible
while the dashed line assumes BF [Z0 ! invisible]=1. The
red band shows the region that could explain the anomalous
muon magnetic moment (g � 2)µ ± 2�.

The final recoil mass spectrum for the eµ sample is287

shown in FIG. 4 after the application of the ⌧ suppression288

procedure on data and rescaled Monte Carlo.289
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FIG. 4: Recoil mass spectrum for the eµ sample after the ⌧
suppression procedure. Monte Carlo values rescaled for lu-
minosity, trigger e�ciency (0.96) and validation procedure
outcome (0.9).

For the LFV Z 0, the background only hypothesis was290

first checked, by computing p-values as a function of the291
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Conclusions
Shedding light to the dark sector since 2019

• Belle II started to collect data last year, and the first results are 
coming: 

• Search for ALPs in !  process: publication in 
preparation. 

• Search for Z’ (LFC and LFV modes): preliminary results are 
out, aiming for publication. 

• 2018 dataset was used for background studies of single 
photon search; physics results are expected early 2020. 

• More analyses are coming with data. 

• We have ideas of measurements that has never been done 
before. Theory/phenomenology input is welcome!

e+e− → γγγ



Thank you
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Q: Aren’t LFV modes ruled out?

• LFV is currently searched in processes like ! , 
! , !  conversion etc. 

• If there is new LFV mediator, it would contribute there 
through loop diagram, i.e. branching would be proportional 
to product of flavour conserving and  flavour-violating 
couplings, eg. ! . 

• If we assume that coupling of the new particle to the dark 
sector is ! , our cross-section will be proportional to 
flavour violating OR flavour conserving couplings.

μ → eee
μ → eγ μ → e

geμ × gmumu

𝒪(1)

A: Not really.

g’e!

g’!!

Exclusively from e+e-→e±"∓X

Exclusively from  
e+e-→"+"-Z’

"→eee 
"→e$ 
…

Unexcluded region

Br ∼ g′�eμ g′�μμ

σ ∼ g′�eμ

σ ∼ g′�μμ

Parameter space doodle indicating sensitivity regions for 
constraints of vector particle having !  and !  couplings.g′�eμ g′�μμ
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